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51 Honeywell 

/ *OPTIONS...* 52 i‘ 53‘ 
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> Schedules and Profiles > [FED Select 
b 

Month-to-date Electric Bill > GED 
c 

= Energy Rate Adjustments > [ED Back 
G 

Help > [E 
\ 

§Q 

Tig46 

51 Honeywell 

\ 53} 
Temperature adjustments 
are temporary. They remain (1] Select 
in effect only until the next 
profile (such as SLEEP) is E) 
programmed to occur. Back 
Select=continue, Back=back up [E 

fig.4c 
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Honeywell 

The ‘Schedules and Profiles‘ 
option allows you to make [E] 
temporary temperature 
changes last as long as you @ 
wish (such as for a vacation). (E 

Select 

Select=continue, Back= back up 
Back 
CE) 

$19.4)‘ 

Honeywell 

‘Schedules and Profiles‘ 
also allows you to make 
permanent changes to your 
program. 

<<End of Help>> 
Select=return, Back=back up @@%l@ @i'3 
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*Energy Rate Adjustments* 
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Honeywell 

For different energy rate, 
your equipment will maintain 
different levels of comfort. 
It temporarily adjusts your 
temps, based on current costs. 
Select=continue, Back=back up 

Select 

@@@%l Eli 
fig.4m 

Honeywell 

For each energy rate level. 
cooling setting are adjusted 
higher, and heating settings 
adjusted |ower——the user can 
control by how much. 
Select=continue, Back=back up Ell%@@ @g 

fig.4n 
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Honeywell 

Default values are factory 
programmed, and can be @ Select 
restored. These values are: E) 
i2° for MEDIUM, 14° for @ 
HIGH, and =l=6° for CRITICAL. [E Back 
Select=continue, Back=back up @ 

fig.40 

Honeywell 

By setting the amount an 
energy rate change affects [ ) Select 
your temperature settings, you [E 
can optimize comfort and @ 
energy use. <<End of Help>> @ Back 
Select=return, Back=back up @ 

T194]? 
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PROFILE BASED METHOD FOR DERIVING 
A TEMPERATURE SETPOINT USING A 
‘DELTA’ BASED ON CROSS-INDEXING A 
RECEIVED PRICE-POINT LEVEL SIGNAL 

This invention relates to reducing energy costs (in con 
junction With time-of-use pricing With rates that vary 
according to energy costs) and has particular application to 
home control and building control in general and is useful in 
areas supplied by electric utilities that Wish to engage in 
demand side management of their area. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

As it becomes more expensive for electricity providers to 
increase generation, distribution and transmission capacity, 
a number of strategies for coping With increasing electrical 
demand have emerged. One of these is called demand side 
management in Which the users of electricity themselves are 
adapted to reduce the amount of electricity they use during 
times of peak poWer usage as Well as in other similar 
situations. The invention herein provides a Way to adapt 
users of electricity to reduce their demand responsive both 
to predetermined rate information established periodically 
by the local utility and to real time changes in rates. Thus by 
communicating the (time-of-use) energy price rate to a 
control system Within the customer’s premises, the control 
system can reduce the energy consumption Within the 
premise during times When the cost of energy is high. The 
utility can reduce the necessary generating capacity for a 
given area, and the users of that poWer can reduce their cost 
of buying it at the same time. 

Previous Ways to deal With related problems of reducing 
energy consumption in buildings in general are described in 
US. Pat. Nos. 4,510,398; 4,916,328 and 4,909,041. Never 
theless there is no reason Why this invention could not be 
used in non-residential buildings or even in industrial pro 
cesses that consume electric poWer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a conceptual block diagram of one form of the 
preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 1A is a conceptual block diagram of a preferred 
embodiment bus structure for the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a conceptual block diagram of the poWer 
supplier’s or company’s interface to a controller in one 
preferred embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 3 is a tWo-dimensional overvieW diagram of a house 
Which may be employed having a number of systems 
controllable in accord With one of the preferred embodi 
ments of the invention. 

FIG. 4a is a model of the display used by a preferred 
embodiment of this invention. 

FIGS. 4b—r (there is no FIG. 4j) are ordered sets of 
displays in accord With a preferred embodiment of this 
invention available to the user through the display illustrated 
in FIG. 4a. 

FIG. 5 is a partial example pro?le list representing a 
heating system for use in a house in accord With a preferred 
embodiment of this invention. 

FIG. 6 is another preferred embodiment pro?le list. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A controller for controlling the energy-consuming equip 
ment and systems in a building Which may bene?t from 
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2 
changing utility rate information is taught in this invention. 
In a memory, the controller stores price point pro?les that 
contain information indicating the appropriate setpoint 
delta, or setpoint limit for each system under control by the 
controller for each price point. Aprice point may be called 
a tier, a rate change or rate, or a critical change, depending 
on an agreed-upon or established convention for the utility. 
Some of this information may change over the course of a 
day or Week, and some may be real-time driven by signals 
provided by the utility service provider. In the main, this 
invention is concerned With the last mentioned kind of price 
change information but does also accommodate others. 
A processor is connected to produce adjusted setpoint 

signals or adjust the setpoint for each of the controlled 
subsystems. All the changes Will occur based on the prede 
termined information located in the pricing pro?les stored in 
memory. 

The controller has a gateWay for communicating the 
pricing point signals to the controller from the utility. A 
signi?cant amount of variability is available to the designer 
employing the invention described herein, Which should 
only be considered limited by the claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 describes the control system 10 consisting of a 
controller 11 Which, in the preferred embodiment is orga 
niZed to include a user interface 12, memory subsystem 14, 
heating plant interface 15a, air conditioner interface 15b and 
poWer line interface 4; each of Which communicate With a 
processor 16, either through direct connections or via a 
controller bus 5. In the preferred embodiment, a communi 
cations interface to the utility (called an external interface) 
13 is connected to the controller through poWer line inter 
face 4. The controller 11 may send output signals to heating 
plant 15a, air conditioner 15b, other systems 6 and 7, and the 
user interface 12 as desired by the user for controlling the 
various systems that are controlled by the controller 11. 
A preferred bus structure for setting up the interfaces 

betWeen the controller and the other components is 
described With reference to FIG. 1A. A number of compa 
nies currently provide a universal interface for home control, 
for example “H-Bus” (provided by HoneyWell Inc.) Which 
here could operate as controller bus 81. This bus Would 
alloW for communications betWeen the various components 
attached to that bus of the various control and information 
signals and data Which need to be passed the units at the 
system. The H-BusTM system provided by HoneyWell, for 
example, provides for a DC balanced, limited set of code 
Words Which all systems may read and Which only appro 
priate systems Will react to. Alternative forms of busses are 
Well knoWn and, as the art develops, neW busses Will become 
knoWn and the most efficient bus for the appropriate situa 
tion should be employed by the designer. The external 
interface to the utility 86 in the preferred embodiment 
interfaces With a utility provided coaxial cable 84 although 
there are many Ways the utility pricing signal could be fed 
into the system 8 (for example, RFI 86a could receive RF 
signals). Likewise, ?ber-optic cable or the poWer lines 
themselves may be used if desired. 

In the illustration of FIG. 1A, H-BusTM interface 91 
merely provides for communications betWeen tWo busses, 
81 and 82, Where bus 82 may be, alternatively, another 
H-BusTM, or perhaps even a poWer line used as a bus. The 
bus 82 side of interface 91 Will, of course, have to be adapted 
to the particular situation. In this situation, for example, 
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controller 17 could connect directly to bus 82 i it Were an 
H-BusTM, and interface 91 Would not be needed. 

In some embodiments this communication could be tWo 
Way, to also provide data back to the utility. Many different 
forms of external interface may be employed Without going 
beyond the scope of this invention and these are described 
in more detail With reference to FIG. 2. The controller 87 
(11) resides on both a serial bus 82 and on the poWer line 
Which here is also used for communicating data. The user 
interface 12 preferably also resides on the same serial bus 
82. A poWer line interface (PLI) (Which may also be pro 
vided to all communicating systems on the poWer line) Will, 
in the minimum con?guration for using a poWer line 
interface, provide signals from the controller through the 
poWer line 83 to systems that function through poWer line 
controllers (for example, LSM controller module 88 Which 
controls load 89). In the simplest case, a light (Which might 
be load 89) could be turned on or off at various times of the 
day or according to various other factors taken into consid 
eration by the controller 88. Many other con?gurations 
based on this example should be readily apparent to those of 
ordinary skill in this art. 

Referring noW to FIG. 2, potential forms of interface from 
the poWer company 20 to the controller 11 are described. 
Each one of these has strengths and Weaknesses Which may 
be overcome by others. A telephone line 25 may connect an 
interface 13a to the controller in a house or in a building, for 
instance, or a direct line 21 may go directly to the interface 
box 13d Which connects to the controller 11. If the poWer 
company opts to send signals through the poWer lines 24 
themselves to interface box 13b, a number of problems may 
develop With the carrying of such signals through the 
transformer netWork currently employed by electric utility 
companies, for example. Some combination of poWer line 
and radio Wave signals may be employed such as, for 
instance, having a radio receiver at every transformer in a 
locality Wherein the radio receiver Would send an appropri 
ate signal over the poWer lines after the transformer into the 
individual’s houses or buildings or, a small area may be 
blanketed in Which each house has a box 13c With an 
antenna 13d Which receives RF signals from an output 
antenna 23 from the poWer company on line 22. As With the 
previous tWo diagrams, many combinations of the above 
Will occur to the designer of ordinary skill in the art Without 
leaving the scope of this invention. In the presently preferred 
embodiment, the utility signals the user’s facility/home/ 
building via a coaxial cable. This signal is transferred into 
the facility’s internal poWer lines, Where a poWer line 
interface receives the signals. 

In general, any value laden signal could be called a “tier” 
signal. So, for example, if the utility provider sent signals 
corresponding to real-time price data, the processor Would 
have to be modi?ed to respond to such data rather than to a 
“tier” level signal. It is presently felt that the simplicity 
provided by using a limited number of tier signals affords 
use of simpler processors and for that reason it is present 
preferred. The practitioner of ordinary skill can easily adapt 
this invention to any type of consistent signaling mecha 
nism. 

FIG. 3 has a collapsed ?oor plan of a house 30 and pool 
40 shoWing various subsystems 31—39 and 41, Which are 
controllable through the use of this invention. The air 
conditioning subsystem 31 and the furnace or heating sub 
system (preferably electric) 34 generally Will Work together 
through a thermostat (not shoWn). In sophisticated houses a 
vertical blind turning motor 32 could be provided to reduce 
heat load or increase heat load provided by the sun on rooms 
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4 
in a building through a WindoW. Various lighting subsystems 
may be controlled individually such as plant lights 33 in an 
arboretum, exterior security lights 38a and 38c and exterior 
pool lights 39a—c. A hot Water heater 35, Washer/dryer 36, 
refrigerator 37 and pool pump 41 provide other examples of 
subsystems Which maybe controlled by use of this invention. 
By quickly referring back to FIG. 2, it can easily be seen that 
various controller interfaces such as 13a, 15d, 13b and 16 
may be employed for controlling these subsystems of the 
user’s homes. 

For example, the security light system 38a and 38b may 
be turned on at all times during the evening hours, regardless 
of cost, in a high-crime neighborhood. LikeWise, beyond a 
certain price tier or level, the pool pump subsystem 41 and 
outdoor pool lights 39a—c Would likely be turned off any 
time price of poWer for them reaches a certain tier. As Would 
occur to the reader, there may be times that an oWner/ 
occupier of a building space Would prefer to override a 
standard program and this can be included as Well. 

Some systems of the typical house hoWever, Will prefer 
ably have their setpoints adjusted rather than either being 
simply turned on or off based on the price point provided by 
a utility. The most common example currently Would be the 
heating and air conditioning system in the typical residential 
home or commercial building. Typically, setback thermo 
stats have become Well distributed Within the United States 
and are Well knoWn elseWhere. These thermostats alloW for 
programming by the occupant to accommodate his schedule. 
The simplest version Would have tWo modes or periods, a 
high and a loW, but most have at least four. These have been 
called various things but commonly may be referred to as 
period: WAKE, LEAVE, RETURN and SLEEP, Which may 
roughly be interpreted as Warm up the house in the Winter 
because the occupant is Waking, the occupant is leaving so 
reduce poWer consumption for maintaining the comfort in a 
space, the occupant is returning and Wants a higher level of 
comfort, and the occupant expects to be asleep and therefore 
a different temperature and comfort level is required. An 
exemplary unit is produced by HoneyWell Inc. and goes by 
the trademark “MagicstatTM”, and provides these four modes 
for the occupant to program. 
The invention herein, With reference to this subsystem of 

heating, ventilation and air conditioning control may operate 
at various levels of complexity depending upon the sub 
systems and controllers available in the house or building. In 
general, it may function in one of tWo Ways. First, it may 
require a list of setpoints for each controlled subsystem 
(furnace, air conditioner, lighting systems, refrigerator 
cycling time, etc.) for each price point or tier Which the 
utility may provide. Second, it may simply maintain a list of 
offsets for each price-point. 

For the example of the ?rst, refer to FIG. 5 in Which the 
pro?les for four levels; A, B, C and D corresponding to loW 
price, medium price, high price and critical are shoWn for the 
furnace. For purposes of explanation, assume this is electric 
furnace 34 and air conditioner 31 in house 30 of FIG. 3. 
Zone 1 may be the bedrooms. For user convenience, it may 
be called “Master BR” or some other mnemonic chosen by 
the user. Zone 2 may be the kitchen and Zone 3 may be the 
dining room area. Each one of these pro?les A—D should 
exist for each mode available to the user. In those illustrated 
in FIG. 5, the sleep mode is the only mode indicated. Thus, 
if the occupant expects to be sleeping, the temperature 
preferred for the bedroom at the loWest price point available 
from the utility (Price-Low) Would be 68° for the bedrooms 
in this user’s most desirable comfort. The kitchen and living 
room are not being occupied and therefore a cooler tem 
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perature may be perfectly all right for this user, 60° Fahr 
enheit for Zones 2 and 3, respectively. This example assumes 
wintertime Weather in Which the outdoor air temperature is, 
perhaps, 20° Fahrenheit. Pro?le B shoWs the setpoints for 
the heater in the sleep mode at the medium tier price. Pro?le 
C shoWs the three-Zone setpoints in the sleep mode at the 
high price point. If the utility provider so desires and there 
are peak demand periods Which must be dealt With and users 
Who don’t deal With them through this demand-side man 
agement must pay an exorbitant price may be summariZed in 
the pro?le critical - D, Which in the sleep mode alloWs the 
bedrooms to reach 60° Fahrenheit and the living room and 
dining room area to reach 48° Fahrenheit. If a critical tier is 
employed by the utility provider, it may specify the setpoints 
itself. 

For an example of the second method of pro?le usage, see 
FIG. 6 in Which again a partial layout of pro?le (here A, B, 
A1 and B1) is shoWn to demonstrate the concept employed 
here. FIG. 6 contains tWo mode partial pro?le sets; A, B for 
a “WAKE” mode and A1, B1, to contain the information for 
the ?rst tWo price levels for the “AWAY” mode. In this 
second method, note that a single offset is applied to the 
entire set of subsystems affected. 

It is anticipated that this might, in the ordinary homestead, 
be limited to one or tWo subsystems, i.e., the HVAC and 
perhaps the hot Water heater. In such cases Where the ?rst 
applications of this invention are likely to be found, it seems 
most advantageous not to add the memory to hold different 
offsets for different Zones. Accordingly, this is the presently 
preferred embodiment. 

In the FIGS. 4a—;; a user interface panel 50 contains a 
display area 51, a set of four soft keys 52a, b, c, d, and tWo 
hard keys 53, Select and Back. Various con?gurations for 
data on the display 51 may be provided by other designers 
but in the preferred embodiment, arroWs or other symbols 55 
indicate the functions of the soft keys 52a—d by reference 56 
associated With each such symbol 55. Where a display 
merely indicates information about the user’s options, such 
as a help screen, a display con?guration such as that shoWn 
in FIG. 4c may be provided in the preferred embodiments. 
In other cases, information 57 and a Zone name or message 
54 is preferably provided on the display 51 as in FIG. 4a. For 
ease of explanation, keys 52 and 53 contain information 
regarding their function Which Would not generally be 
available to the user. For example, in FIG. 4a, key 52a has 
tWo “+” signs indicating that the function of softkey 52a is 
to increase the amount of Warmth, and key 52b has tWo “—” 
signs to shoW that the amount of Warmth should be 
decreased and that the setpoint should be reduced. These 
“++” and “——” keys Will not be on the user touch pad but are 
included in these draWings to provide redundant information 
to the reader in order to facilitate the grasp of the inventive 
concepts of this document. 

The use of softkeys alloWs the user to control the system 
Without requiring a complicated or expensive user interface 
such as a general-purpose computer. HoWever, general pur 
pose computers or other interface devices may be used if 
desired. Also if desired, the utility may provide for the 
actuation of particular pro?les Within individual spaces or 
homes directly, but this Would require such a utility to 
maintain an active database and provide a method by Which 
the users could modify that database to their oWn desires on 
some kind of acceptable basis. 

Other symbols draWn onto the keys such as in FIG. 4b 
indicate that a display is available at another level. N/A 
Would indicate that that particular key cannot perform any 
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6 
function With this particular display. N/S indicates a feature 
not shoWn or described. 

Starting With the display on panel 50, the user is provided 
With “options” to revieW schedules and pro?les by selecting 
softkey 52a “month-to-date-electric bill” by 52b, “energy 
rate adjustments” by 52c, and “help” by key 52d. In this 
level the user may go back to the display of FIG. 4a by 
pressing the key 53 “back”. No other options are available 
to the user from the panel as set up in FIG. 4b. 

In FIG. 4c, a help screen Would be the result of the user 
selecting softkey 52a' in FIG. 4b. By selecting key 53 
“select” the user Would be moved to revieW the display of 
FIG. 4a' Which concludes the information available for this 
help function. 
Moving on to FIG. 4a' (the next level inWard), the user 

Would then select key 53 “back”, leading him to the display 
illustrated in FIG. 46 to revieW the schedules and pro?les. 
Another help screen is available by selecting key 52d at this 
stage, and a connection to the controller may be had by the 
user by selecting key 52c. FIGS. 4f and 4g shoW the help 
screens available from FIG. 46. FIG. 4h shoWs an electric 
bill. FIG. 4i shoWs the user What this means. FIG. 4k shoWs 
the user What his energy rate adjustments are for heating and 
cooling, alloWs him to select more energy rate adjustments 
by pressing key 52d, or changing the adjustments for the 
heating and the cooling by selecting softkeys 52a—c. Only 
the “high” rate setting is shoWn in these ?gures. 

In FIG. 41, the user is alloWed to go back to factory 
settings if desired. In FIGS. 4m—p, this is all explained (a 
“help” function). 
By use of a simpli?ed user interface such as the one 

described in these ?gures, user options may also be limited 
if desired, but they are not in the preferred embodiment. For 
example, in FIG. 4q, it can be seen hoW the user Would 
adjust for the high adjustment for the option of FIG. 4k. In 
FIG. 4;; the user can be shoWn that he is trying to exercise 
control beyond the limits agreed to betWeen himself and the 
utility. The display of FIG. 4;; in the preferred embodiment, 
Will appear Whenever the user attempts to go beyond his 
pre-agreed limits. This type of display may be used for other 
than pro?le out of bounds commands too. For example, the 
user may attempt to override a DLC signal at a time or for 
a load for Which this is not permitted under the agreement 
With the utility. In such event a screen that says “direct 
control of this load is not permitted at this time” Would be 
an appropriate form of message. 
Having set out the various elements of the system and 

hoW the interface With the user should operate in a preferred 
embodiment of the invention and described hoW a multi 
plicity of alternative arrangements may also be preferred and 
Within the scope of the present invention, a detailed descrip 
tive of the interactive operation of the system should noW be 
had. 

Thus, for example, if at 12 midnight an electric utility 
Were to pull substantial load generation capacity of?ine, say, 
for maintenance. It Would then send out a “high price” signal 
over Whatever communication pathWay (FIG. 2) has been 
selected by the poWer company 20 to the utility interface to 
the customer’s home, building, business or industrial facility 
(external interface, i.e., 13, FIG. 1 and 1a). The controller 11 
receives this information over bus 17 or directly from the 
external interface 13, Whereupon controller 11 refers to the 
pro?les (FIG. 5) stored in memory 14 (an internal part of 
controller 11 in FIG. 1A). The controller maintains a current 
status set of registers including a mode indicator and an 
active setpoint indicator. Using the mode indicator 
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reference, the controller searches memory for the “high 
price” pro?le for each subsystem under its control. Thus, in 
Zone 1, the offset of —3° Fahrenheit is provided to the 
subsystem controller for Zone 1 With reference to the current 
active setpoint of 68° Fahrenheit. With reference to Zone 2, 
no offset is provided and in reference to Zone 3, an (—2°) 
offset is provided. 

Alternatively, and in the most preferred embodiment, a 
very small pro?le set may be stored as in FIG. 5a. Here the 
3° offset is applied to all units under control of the system 
for the “high price” signal. 
A set of 16 draWings is included as an Appendix Which 

supplies the presently most preferred embodiment of the 
Graphic User Interface ?rst described in FIG. 4a et seq. 

The invention should not be considered limited, eXcept as 
set forth in the folloWing appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for controlling the energy usage in a building 

having controllers responsible for maintaining one or more 
subsystems in the building at a setpoint comprising: 

responding to a rate change signal received by a utility by 
controlling variable loads With reference to a pro?le of 
offsets, an appropriate offset stored for each possible 
rate change, by 
a) looking up the appropriate offset for each variable 

load, 
b) submitting the appropriate offset to the controller for 

each subsystem 
c) modifying the setpoint associated With each sub 

system by the appropriate offset. 
2. A method for controlling the energy usage in a building 

having controllers responsible for maintaining one or more 
subsystems in the building at a desired setpoint comprising: 

responding to a rate change signal by controlling variable 
loads With reference to a pro?le of offsets, an appro 
priate offset stored for each possible rate change, by 
looking up the value of the appropriate offset for each 
rate change signal received and submitting that offset to 
each controller for each subsystem, the setpoint asso 
ciated With each subsystem being thereafter modi?ed 
by the appropriate offset. 

3. A method as set forth in claim 1 Wherein step a) is 
performed iteratively for each subsystem having a stored 
pro?le. 

4. A method as set forth in claim 1 Wherein steps a) and 
b) are performed iteratively for each subsystem having a 
stored pro?le. 

5. A method as set forth in claim 2 Wherein each sub 
system receives said appropriate offset individually. 

6. A method as set forth in claim 2 Wherein each sub 
system is sent said appropriate offset at substantially one 
time. 

7. A method for cooperatively responding to rate changes 
initiated by a utility including a prearranged pricing sched 
ule and real-time pricing, including 

a) adjusting a user-de?ned setpoint by an offset in accord 
With a user-de?ned schedule When 
i) a prearranged pricing change occurs, and 
ii) upon receipt of a real-time pricing noti?cation 

signal, 
b) sending a signal indicative of the offset after every 

prearranged pricing change occurrence and upon 
receipt of a real-time pricing noti?cation signal to each 
subsystem controller responsive to changes in the user 
de?ned setpoint. 

8. The method set forth in claim 7 Wherein step a) is 
accomplished by: 
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8 
responding to rate changes received from a utility by 

controlling variable loads With reference to a pro?le of 
offsets stored for each possible rate change, by 
a) looking up the appropriate offset for each variable 

load, 
b) submitting the appropriate offset to the controller for 

each subsystem 
c) modifying the setpoint associated With each sub 

system by the appropriate offset. 
9. The method set forth in claim 7 Wherein step a) is 

accomplished by: 
responding to a rate changes by controlling variable loads 

With reference to a pro?le of offsets stored for each 
possible rate change, by looking up the appropriate 
offset for each rate change received and submitting that 
offset to each controller for each subsystem, the set 
point associated With each subsystem being thereafter 
modi?ed by the appropriate offset. 

10. The method set forth in claim 1 Wherein at least one 
variable load relates to an individual Zone in the building. 

11. The method set forth in claim 8 Wherein at least one 
subsystem is controlled by a Zone controller. 

12. A method for controlling one or more energy con 
suming subsystems With a controller by maintaining each 
subsystem at a setpoint, comprising: 

storing in the controller a price pro?le for all subsystems, 
the price pro?le correlating a cost of energy With an 
offset from the setpoint; 

receiving from a utility Which supplies energy one or 
more signals re?ecting a current cost of the energy 
supplied; 

retrieving from the price pro?le stored in the controller 
the offset correlated to the cost of energy at the current 
time for each subsystem; 

adjusting the setpoint for each subsystem by the offset 
Whereby the energy used by the subsystem is altered 
according to the offset. 

13. The method of claim 12 Wherein the signal re?ecting 
the current cost of energy comprises a speci?c energy rate. 

14. The method of claim 12 Wherein the signal re?ecting 
the current cost of energy comprises a signal re?ecting 
energy demand at the utility. 

15. The method of claim 12 Wherein the signal re?ecting 
the current cost of energy comprises a signal indicating a 
change in the cost of energy from the current cost. 

16. The method of claim 12 Wherein the signal re?ecting 
the current cost of energy comprises a signal indicating a 
change in the cost of energy from a base cost. 

17. The method of claim 12 Wherein the signal re?ecting 
the current cost of energy re?ects a predetermined pricing 
schedule. 

18. The method of claim 12 Wherein the step of adjusting 
the setpoint for each subsystem comprises sending a neW 
setpoint signal to each subsystem. 

19. The method of claim 12 Wherein the step of adjusting 
the setpoint for each subsystem comprises sending the offset 
directly to the subsystem. 

20. The method of claim 12 Wherein the each subsystem 
receives the offset sequentially. 

21. The method of claim 12 Wherein the subsystems 
receive the offset in parallel. 

22. A method for controlling one or more energy con 
suming subsystems With a controller by maintaining each 
subsystem at a setpoint, comprising: 

storing in the controller a plurality of price pro?les shared 
among the subsystems, the price pro?le for each sub 




